Stay Connected & In Control from Anywhere

Manage business remotely

Capture the good & the bad

Watch customer service

Easily control alarm, locks, lights, HVAC
And get SMS/MMS Notifications to Any Smart device or PC

Beefing Up your Business?

In the know, on the Go

StarLink Connect for Smart Business
better business management, wherever you are

We understand no matter what business you’re in, it takes hard work, constant attention to detail, and all the right ingredients. That’s why we’re offering a new affordable service to add-on to your new or current security system, called StarLink Connect®. It’s the new smart way you can stay connected all the time, easily and conveniently from any smart device. Keep an eye out on one location or many, get text or video notifications on events, on virtually anything, like temp alerts, refrigerator door ajar/open, deliveries, scheduled events that did or didn’t happen, alarms, video-verified openings & closings and more.

Seeing is believing
Video monitoring & automatic video alerts keep you in touch with the shop, the stores, the restaurants – virtually be in two places at once. Get video alerts on things you choose to see, or pan cameras on demand; look in on an alarm events and cancel false ones. Check traffic and service levels to optimize staffing and customer care. Make sure a refrigerator full of food doesn’t spoil when either your cold storage malfunctions or an employee does, leaving the fridge door ajar.

You’re the Boss 24/7/365
Our App keeps you actively connected and in charge. You’ll have remote full system management controls, a virtual keypad that matches the one on the wall; you can add or remove staffers & permissions; assign access codes or deactivate ID cards; allow temporary late-night delivery access. Lock up, turn HVAC down or lights off, when someone else forgot. No more gas, money or your valuable time wasted.

Professionally monitored security & today’s top wireless communications
Keep your business, staff, clients & property safe with 24/7 professional monitoring and emergency response. For new systems or adding on to existing ones, StarLink Connect® not only provides smart business management control & convenience, but it also links your system to our licensed alarm monitoring station wirelessly. We use today’s fastest multibillion dollar cyber-protected cellular networks, instead of relying on phone lines that can be gone, cut or down. We’ll get you the help you need in any emergency, quickly and dependably.

Your security is our business and #1 priority.